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Abstract. OTP (One Time Password) devices are highly deployed trust
enhancing (password entropy increasing) devices which are used to au-
thenticate a user with a second factor (a pseudorandom sequence of digits
produced by a device the user owns) and to cope with off-line phishing of
password information. Wireless connection adds usability to OTP pro-
tocols in an obvious way: instead of the person copying the information
between machines, the wireless (say, Bluetooth) mechanism can transfer
the value directly. Indeed, OTP devices implemented in a smartphone
and communicating with the browser over Bluetooth can act in usable
fashion (and this extension was implemented in our organization and
got very positive usability feedback). What we then noticed as a key
observation is that this mode of OTP wireless transfer has turned the
“man to machine” nature of the OTP tokens to a “(mobile) device to
machine (the browser on the computer)” method, so we can now employ
protocols between the two interacting computers. Thus, we asked what
can this new mode contribute to security (rather than to usability only)
and cope with increased set of attacks. Specifically, the question we are
dealing with is whether wireless OTP devices (i.e., smartphones) can be
hardened at a reasonable cost (i.e., without costly OTP infrastructural
changes, public-key infrastructure/ operations, and with small modifi-
cation to browsers) so as to be useful against one type of interesting
and currently growing and highly publicized Man in the Middle (MITM)
attacks. The work herein summarizes our study which is based on our
proposed new notion of Contextual OTP (XOTP for short), which ex-
ploits session contexts to break the symmetry between the “user-MITM”
and the “MITM-server” sessions.

1 Introduction

Users of Internet services are constantly under attack. For example, it is esti-
mated that between 300 to 600 million phishing ([10]) emails are sent every day
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all over the world ([27]). Many of these phishing attacks are targeting users’
accounts such as bank accounts and web services accounts (see the information
on the increasing threat of phishing and other crimeware, such as the 2010 2d
half report by the Anti-Phishing Working Group ([2]).

To mitigate such attacks and enhance security mechanisms in general, insti-
tutions from banks to universities alike, have required internal users to employ
two-factor authentication schemes using one time passwords (OTPs). Unfortu-
nately, phishers are adapting to the use of OTPs by using real-time man in the
middle (MITM) attacks (e.g. [4,24,25]) and recently attacks of this type have
intensified ([8]). In these attacks the phisher exploits the same phishing infras-
tructure as in offline attacks (so there is no need to build costly mechanisms
and therefore it is the next natural step for an attacker). The phisher then gets
the user’s name and password as well as the user’s current OTP over the web
and use them in real time to access the user’s account at the real server. Thus,
while the OTP may guarantee to the server that the user is involved, it does not
guarantee that the party it communicates with directly is indeed the user and
not an MITM attacker.

Another set of MITM attacks which has been on the rise, involves corruption
of “trusted” third parties, like Certification Authorities, obtaining faked cer-
tificates, and furthermore controlling and abusing the DNS infrastructure (the
most recent such attack being “Operation Black Tulip” which was applied after
compromising the Dutch DigiNotar CA [17] which went out of business). With
such an attack, the user may employ the correct server’s URL under HTTPS and
still communicate with the MITM attacker rather than the real server. These
attacks thus pose a real and significant threat to any transaction performed over
the Web, and in particular to users living under repressive regimes (where the
regime controls and manipulates the infrastructure). A very recent commercially
motivated case is the CA Trustwave which sold companies “man in the middle”
certificates(!!), so they can eavesdrop on their employees [15].

Our Goal: We aim at introducing a new notion, the XOTP, implementations of
which we piggyback on and augment the OTP mechanism when run over wireless
communication to mitigate MITM attacks. This demonstrates the added power
of combining wireless communication and hardware tokens. Our approach is to
minimally change the OTP mechanism/ function (and not change its infrastruc-
ture), which leads to elegant solutions, and, in turn, do not require much added
investment.

The schemes we propose and their extensions are based on the basic notion
that MITM type attacks can be mitigated by cryptographically entangling the
OTP with a mutually recognizable session context (where context can be a com-
bination of URL, server’s certificate value, session key, etc. which can be utilized
by the machines at both ends of the session), subject to this context being dif-
ferent when an attacker stands in the middle. Such a context can thus serve as
a new type of authentication factor, and we refer to it as a contextual factor
(since it represents the agreed-upon session’s context to both session’s parties);
the resulting OTP is denoted contextual OTP or XOTP.
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Ideally, the XOTP assures (1) correctness: When there is no attack, the
XOTP computed by the client will match the one computed by the server; (2)
mitigating real-time phishing: if a user is phished, the XOTP it computes
will reflect the context of the user’s session with the phisher, while the server
expects an XOTP based on the context of its session with the phisher which is
different.

Results:We first present the above notion in the abstract idealized setting in its
most simple form. We then instantiate it in protocols with various combinations
of actual contextual information available to web sessions with increasing degree
of complexity. This demonstrates how as the combination of contextual factors
gets stronger, more powerful attacks can be foiled: From the most common
attack which tricks the user into mistaking the phisher site with that of the
desired server, through an attacker that also controls the DNS infrastructure,
and up to an attacker that additionally holds a fake server certificate. We note
that in addition to breaching a CA as was done in the DigiNotar case, there are
other means for an attacker to get the server certificate. Examples include CA
issuance mistakes, CA colluding with the attacker (Trustwave) and CAs run by
governments. Beyond our primary MITM attacks, to some extent, contextual
factors even offer mitigation from simple forms of Cross Site Scripting (XSS)
attacks. We finally show that further extensions of the scheme to authenticate
transaction data further copes with malware and general XSS attacks.

Methodological Remarks: On a general methodological level, we note that
XOTP demonstrates the power of designing for the specific channels employed.
This enables solutions to problems that are typically unsolvable in an abstract
channel setting (i.e., MITM attacks) due to the specific channel setting and the
concrete technology advancements. We further note that while we define here
the notion of contextual factor to describe binding of strong keyed cryptographic
function at the OTP device to “an implicit context of the session/ transaction
agreed by both sides,” the general notion of binding variables representing the
“current setting” to the cryptographic primitives has been used before in many
cryptographic protocols, primarily to break symmetries. Perhaps password bind-
ing to the URL, presented in various works [28,7,22] is the closest application, but
this was done for a different reason: mainly to diversify the password (in order
to specialize the password to the URL and prevent password re-use across sites,
which is a major source of password leaks), and with different cryptographic
setting (key-less hashing techniques). Other such examples exists as well in two-
party authentication protocols, etc. We also note that exploiting smartphone
devices in order to cope with various phishing attacks has been suggested (e.g.,
[16,13]) but not as an extension of and on top of the OTP infrastructure, and
not against an MITM attacker which uses fake server’s certificates, and therefore
not as a minimal elegant extension of the existing mechanism. We cover related
work in more details in a special section.
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2 The Contextual Factor Protocol

2.1 The Setting

The basic login scenario is where a client C wishes to login securely to a server
S over session Sess by using her browser. The scenario is such that protocols
start with C providing to the server her claimed identity which is usually a user
name and a password. Since any protocol starts like this, assume (w.l.o.g.) that
S already knows the claimed name C of the client, and we only concern ourselves
with the one-time password part of the protocol.

We assume that the user is equipped with a smart device containing (i) an
application which implements the scheme; (ii) a secret key shared with the server
which is used by the application to compute a pseudorandom function used in
the scheme; and (iii) a communication capability between the browser and to the
smart device. The system would also require provisioning procedures, establish-
ing a new shared key and/or application (in case the key needs to be revoked,
the smart device is lost, etc). Additionally the system needs a browser extension.
We note that the system we suggest is generic and allows secure communication
with multiple parties. We hope that the browser extension will eventually be an
integral part of the browser; as such, the use of white-lists is not practical. Appli-
cation and key setup as well as update have been discussed in similar scenarios
before (e.g., [16,13]), and are already part of the OTP infrastructure; therefore
we will not discuss them further.

We start by designing a protocol which captures an abstract idealized notion
of the above scenario in which the user side is assumed to be a single entity and
factors of the right form are assumed to be available . This allows us to ignore
issues relating to secure flow of information within the client side (between the
user, smart device and browser) as well as issues and attacks relating to the
specific contextual factors used. We will deal with these issues later.

Suppose the client is being authenticated on session Sess (by the server or by
the MITM attacker masquerading as the server). We define some symbols to be
used:
− keyS,C is a secret key shared between S and C (in C’s device).
−ChalS,C Synchronized, non-secret, non-repeating challenge between server S
and client C (e.g., time and/or counter based challenge).
−PRF(key,data) a Pseudorandom Function (with truncation) algorithm ap-
plied to the given data using the given key. The result of the PRF is assumed to
be hard to guess, i.e., we make the standard assumption that the PRF output
is unpredictable. We assume that for any PRF input parameter that we employ
throughout and given access to the history of previous outputs (plausible history
of polynomial length) the probability of guessing the next output is bounded by
a small probability ε (which we will employ throughout).
−ID stands for user name, password, account number or any other identity-
related parameter or combination of such parameters. It may also be empty.
−Nonce Represents server and/or client nonce(s) which is part of data to the
PRF. It may also be empty.
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−”||” means concatenation (as an example of a one-to-one reversible binary
function).

2.2 The Current OTP Protocol

The following exchange denoted as the current OTP protocol, generalizes
many of the currently used OTP mechanisms.

– C computes OTP = PRF (keyS,C, ChalS,C ||ID||nonce) and sends it to S
(see remarks below).

– S verifies the received OTP by applying the same computation.

The Attack Considered: It is immediately obvious that a MITM attacker
who impersonates as the real server, gets the OTP and can forward it to the
real server, thus impersonating as the user.

2.3 The Contextual Factor Protocol

The goal of this section is to describe and motivate our notion and its simple
yet powerful properties by considering an abstract simplified setting of idealized
factors.

A contextual factor of a session Sess is a string denotedXFSess which satisfies
the following ”factor requirements:”

1. Recognition: Both sides of the session Sess recognize (the same) XFSess.
2. Uniqueness: For any two different sessions, Sess1 and Sess2, it holds that

XFSess1 �= XFSess2.

Protocol:

1. C computes
XOTP = PRF (keyS,C, ChalS,C ||ID||nonce||XFSess) and sends the com-
puted XOTP to S.

2. S verifies the received XOTP by applying the same computation.

Correctness: In, both, the current protocol and the contextual factor protocol
the challenge CHALS,C , the ID, the nonce and the contextual factor XFSess

(in the contextual-factor protocol) are known to both parties: The challenge
has been assumed to be synchronized, the ID can be inferred from the claimed
user name, the nonce if exists is sent over, and the contextual factor is assumed
to be known to both parties. Thus both sides apply the same deterministic
computation employing the shared key which obviously produce the same result.

Security: As already noted, the standard protocol is susceptible to a relay attack
by a MITM attacker P with probability 1.

On the other hand, in the contextual-factor protocol such relay attack will
be rejected with high probability: Denote the session between the client C and
the attacker P by Sess1 and the session between P and the server S by Sess2.
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Let H be the history of XOTP’s communications observed by P till these ses-
sions. Denote the XOTP sent to the attacker by the client by XOTP1 and the
XOTP expected by the server by XOTP2. P needs to compute XOTP2 based on
his current history H ||(XFSess1, XOTP1). However, because of the uniqueness
requirement, XFSess1 as well as all contextual factors in H are different than
XFSess2. Thus, by the PRF definition (following [12]), the probability of P to
successfully produce/ guess XOTP2 is bounded by ε.

Remarks:

(i) We do not require that the user be aware of the value of the contextual
factor.

(ii) Instead of modifying the OTP algorithm, it is also possible to entangle
the contextual factor with the resulting OTP by using an additional PRF
computation within the smart device.

(iii) In our realization of the protocol, we do not need to truncate and format
the PRF output, since user involvement is minimal.

(iv) When the user is involved (see discussion in Section 4.1) or if compatibility
demands this at the server side, the PRF result is further processed and
truncated. For example, from the 160-bit output of HMAC ([18]) which
is used in the HOTP algorithm ([20]) between 6-8 decimal digits are ex-
tracted. It is assumed that the result of such processing and truncating
gives a pseudorandom output, so that if one knows ChalS,C , ID and
the nonce, still calculating the response is hard (for an 8 digit pseudo-
random value response we can assume ε = c/108 for c being a constant
very close to 1 in case of complete synchronization between the parties or a
larger constant depending on the window of synchronization). The security
definitions of PRF allows the adversary to first observe a polynomial size
history of input output pairs, before guessing the value of a new input (in
fact, before being able to tell this value from a randomly chosen one), see,
e.g. [12].

(v) In HOTP the challenge is an 8-byte counter which is synchronized between
the client and server (so it does not need to be sent between them) and
no ID or nonce are involved. The standard mentions as possible extensions
adding to the challenge identity-based parameters (such as address and
PIN) or time. By adding ID and allowing ChalS,C to include both counter
and time, our OTP definition (and the way we defined ε) include such
extensions. We also allow using server and/or client nonce(s) (but in case
a nonce is indeed used it needs to be sent to the other side).

(vi) In case the ID includes the user’s password (or other secret information),
one may consider requiring that the user enter it into the smart device
rather than into the browser (as suggested in a similar context in, e.g., [13]).
Note, however, that this hurts usability and does not add much security as
the password can still be phished by clever wording on the browser.

Now that the idea has been motivated, the next two sections will demonstrate,
first, the various ways to implement XOTP from concrete contextual factors, and
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then the robustness of the XOTP notion and how it can be used in conjunction
with additional techniques (which are realizable on smartphones and are imple-
mentable as support and extensions of OTP software) to deal with extended set
of attackers exploiting typical weaknesses of web technologies.

3 Possible Contextual Factors

We present several candidates for a contextual factor and the protection each of
them gives against Man-In-The-Network (MITN) attacks, still relating to
the client as a single entity. Because none of the candidates for contextual fac-
tors fully satisfy the second factor requirement, i.e., uniqueness, we distinguish
between two types of MITN attacks (extending the discussion beyond the simpli-
fied real time attack considered above), according to the status of the contextual
factor.

– In a Different-XF attack, the contextual factor in the session between the
user and attacker is different than that in the session between the attacker
and server.

– In a Same-XF attack, the contextual factor in the session between the user
and attacker is identical to that in the session between the attacker and
server.

Different-XF attacks represent the majority of MITM attacks. For example,
when the contextual factor used is the URL (see below), the attack would be
of the Different-XF type whenever the URL used by the attacker is different
from that of the server - as is the case in most phishing attacks. As shown in
Section 2.3, attacks of the Different-XF type, will fail when using the contextual
factor protocol. We thus only consider the more advanced attacks - those of the
Same-XF type. We start by discussing the use of the URL as a contextual factor.
Although the URL turns out to be quite strong for dealing with several types
of attacks, other types require further protection, and the respective contextual
factors providing that protection will follow. Finally, we discuss the practically
of using client and server IP’s as contextual factors and mention some additional
possible factors.

3.1 URL

We first note that the URL satisfies the first factor requirement - recognition
- in the definition of a contextual factor (i.e., both sides to a session know the
URL). Requirement 2 - uniqueness - is not always satisfied, e.g., by the attacker
contaminating DNS entries so that the client uses the correct server’s URL but
is routed to the attacker.

Fortunately, such attacks will not work if the server requires its session with
the client to be secure (HTTPS), which secure protocols should indeed require!
The reason is that because in this case the browser uses the correct server’s URL,
it also uses the correct server’s certificate. Thus, assuming the MITM attacker
cannot break the server’s private key but with probability δ << ε, he is with high
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probability no more than an observer of encrypted traffic so such an attack will
indeed fail.

Because in virtually all implementations of a two-factor authentication scheme
the server requires secure session by SSL/TLS, it follows that using the URL as
a contextual factor in these server-certificate based sessions, fully mitigates both
attack types mentioned above.

Remarks:

(i) Observe that although the URL is the only factor used in the XOTP com-
putation, we implicitly use in this case, a contextual factor based on the
URL and the session key wrapping it inside. We denote this implicit factor
as a nested URL or in the general case a nested contextual factor.

(ii) It is important to note that insistence on a secure session would not help
when OTP is used rather than XOTP since when the OTP is used, the
MITM attacker will get the correct OTP from the user client (on a secure
or insecure session between the client and attacker), and relay that OTP
to the server on a secure session between the attacker and the server.

(iii) The URL is a good suggestion for a contextual factor since it is a built-in
factor in the infrastructure which is extremely versatile as it may encode
almost any additional information as may be required. For example, the
server may incorporate into the URL transaction data, messages to the
smart device, and more.

3.2 Server’s Certificate

As with the URL, when the server’s certificate is used as the contextual factor,
recognition is satisfied but uniqueness is not in general satisfied since an attacker
may present the server’s certificate as well as contaminate DNS entries. Also,
as with the URL, such attack won’t work if the server requires its session with
the client to be secure (HTTPS) because the scheme uses implicitly a nested
contextual factor (the SSL/TLS session key wraps the server’s certificate).

Additionally, using the server’s certificate as the contextual factor foils an
attack in which, in addition to contaminating DNS entries, the attacker uses a
fake certificate of the server (issued unwittingly by a “trusted CA”). This is so
since the real server expects the XOTP to be based on its own certificate rather
than on the faked one (the probability of the attacker getting an employable
faked certificate with the same public key as the original certificate, amounts to
breaking the original public key, which is a negligible probability event).

It is important to note that a browser extension implementing such a scheme
requires enforcing that the same certificate used to calculate the XOTP is also
used to setup the SSL/TLS connection used to transfer the XOTP to the server.
Without such an atomicity condition, an attack is possible where 1) the MITM
attacker uses the server’s real certificate on a first SSL/TLS connection to make
the browser extension calculate the XOTP and then 2) switches to a different
SSL/TLS connection using a fake server certificate, over which the XOTP would
be sent to the attacker.
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3.3 URL + Server’s Certificate

The server’s certificate can be used together with the URL which would allow
also the inclusion of transaction data. In general, combining several contextual
factors, gives the accumulative benefits of all the factors.

3.4 Session Key

Suppose any of the SSL/TLS session keys with the server (or a pseudo random
function of it) is available to be used as a contextual factor in addition to the
server’s certificate (and possibly also the URL). This is an alternative way to foil
the previous attack using a faked certificate because the XOTP created by the
browser extension and sent to the attacker (using one SSL/TLS connection) will
be different than the server expected XOTP for a second SSL/TLS connection
used by the attacker to the real server.

In addition to foiling the previous attacks, this foils an additional attack where
a malicious JavaScript attack on the page (see, e.g., [9]) steals the XOTP from
the page and sends it to a malicious attacker which can then serve as a client and
authenticate as the user. Such an attack is foiled because the server expects that
the XOTP be based also on that fresh session key but the session key between
the attacker and the server would be different (w.h.p). In Section 4.3 we show
how to deal with such an attack when session keys are not available to be used
as contextual factors. Note that using session key can somewhat increase failure
probability because a SSL/TLS connection can be restarted with a different
session key during the XOTP protocol for perfectly innocent reasons (violating
the atomicity requirement). However, since the duration of the protocol is small
we expect the increased failure risk to be small as well.

Note that we consider here XSS attacks on the authentication protocol and
not attacks on already authenticated sessions [11] (but we consider such attacks
later together with general malware attacks). Indeed, there may potentially be
other ways in which a malicious script may abuse the session.

3.5 IP

In some cases client IP or server IP address (or both) may serve as contextual
factors provided they can satisfy the first factor requirement of recognition.
Recognition of the same IP address on both sides may be complicated by the
fact that intermediary devices may be changing the IP address. The client IP
can be used only if it is known that it has not been modified (by e.g., proxies).
The server IP can usually be used, when it can be assured that the server knows
its own IP as seen by the client which may not be the case when IP anycast or
load balancers are used. Sometimes the whole IP address cannot be used but a
part of it can (e.g. high bits).

In practice, a server’s IP address is better to utilize since a server would
generally know if its IP address (or its high bits) is known to a client and only
then inclusion of the IP address in the XOTP calculation be requested of the
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client. Another alternative to using high bits, is to use server’s location as known
by mapping the server’s IP address to an approximate location.

We note that when IP may not be in exact agreement between the parties,
then it can be sent on the clear (like a nonce), to allow the other party to check
that the IP used is approximately the agreed upon value (e.g., shares the same
domain). This principle of sending values on the clear regarding parameters that
are approximately in agreement applies generally.

To examine Requirement 2 - uniqueness - as well as attacks on such a sys-
tem, let us assume that the Server IP is used as a contextual factor, and that
the server only supports HTTPS sessions (or uses different IPs between HTTP
and HTTPS sessions). First note that, as before, uniqueness is not satisfied in
general, since the MITM attacker may subvert the routing infrastructure. More-
over, it turns out that because the server’s IP address is not strongly correlated
with the server’s certificate, the MITM attacker can complete an attack against
such a system: The attacker presents the client with a wrong URL (he cannot
present the user with the correct server’s HTTPS URL since this would cause
the session to be secure). He also modifies DNS entries so that on client request,
the server’s IP would be returned (this is required, because the correct server’s
IP is associated with a server’s HTTPS URL). Additionally, because the correct
server’s IP is used, the attacker must also subverts the routing infrastructure
so that connections to the server’s IP would be routed to the attacker. Clearly
such an advanced resource-heavy MITM attack requires big efforts, and can be
mitigated by, e.g., using DNSSEC ([19]).

3.6 Other Factors

Time and location and other “physical factors” suggested for relay attack preven-
tion, can in principle (but generally not in practice) serve as contextual factors.
See also section 5.

4 System Setting Considerations and Extended Attacks

In this section we extend our discussion to include the actual client environ-
ment (Section 4.1 where we employ tools available in modern smartphones) and
consider additional attacks (Section 4.2 and Section 4.3). Finally the table in
Section 4.4 summarizes our results.

4.1 Secure Communication of the XOTP in the Client’s
Environment

Recall that the contextual factor protocol in Section 2.3 and its analysis as
well as the discussion of the URL as a contextual factor, both, assume that the
client is a single entity and thus ignore issues related to the flow of information
(specifically, the contextual factor and the XOTP) within the client environment.
In this section we propose a technological solution to these issues. We assume
throughout this section that the contextual factor is the URL and that the server
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requires that its authentication session with the client be secure (HTTPS). We
also assume that the attacker has no control over the client environment (i.e., no
XSS attack or other code breaches) and does not posses a fake server certificate
(which as mentioned in Section 3.2 requires the use of more advanced contextual
factors and further work by the browser extension). We discuss such attacks
further in Section 4.3.

As mentioned in Section 2.1, we utilize a generic browser extension (which
we hope to be eventually incorporated into the browser itself). The extension
communicates with the smart device through Bluetooth (or any other secure
channel). The extension adds itself into a page that contains a specific string
(such as a field named ”XOTP”) waiting for a predefined event (clicking a pre-
defined button added by the extension, clicking an XOTP field, submitting the
page, etc.). When the event occurs, the extension sends the page URL to the
smart device and copies the received XOTP into a specified field in the page.
The extension can either submit the page or let the user (or code on the page)
to submit it later.

In case of a Different-XF attack this XOTP would be sent to the attacker (and
be exposed to the attacker’s code) but, as argued before, it would be different
from the value expected by the server in its session with the attacker. Because the
attacker has no control over the user environment, he cannot trick the browser
to request XOTP computation of a contextual factor of his choice. In the case of
a Same-XF attack or simply a session with the genuine server, the page comes
from the server and we assume that it is safe. (We ignore attacks which just spoil
the XOTP computation since they only provide denial of service which a MITM
attacker, given its location in the middle, can easily achieve by other means.)

We note that communication between the smartphone device and the browser
(rather than a manual typing) neutralizes a (real-time) shoulder surfer attacks
as well [23].

Below we discuss other methods for communicating the contextual factor and
XOTP in the user environment that do not rely on direct communication between
the browser and device. However, these methods involve the user and are thus
vulnerable to direct phishing (social engineering) attacks on the user: In the
Manual method the browser generates a (short) hash of the URL (so the XOTP
would be based on the hash of the URL rather than on the URL itself), the user
types it into the device, and then types the result back to the browser. With the
QR-code method the browser displays a QR-code of the URL, the user scans
it with the smart device, and types the result into the browser (this is similar
to [14]).

Even without considering the user’s last action of typing the XOTP to the
browser, both the Manual and QR-code methods are much more susceptible to
an attacker’s Different-XF attack than the communication channel method since
the user involvement is increased: Denote by URLPS the URL in the attacker’s
session with the server and by URLPU the URL in the attacker’s session with
the user client. The attacker may trick the user into initiating the authentication
procedure on the user’s session with the attacker. In the case of the Manual
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method the attacker could then display the hash of URLPS (instead of the hash
of URLPU) and in the case of the QR-code method, the attacker can display
the QR-code of URLPS (instead of the QR-code of URLPU ). In both cases the
XOTP that would be sent to the attacker allows him to then masquerade as the
user. Thus, if these methods are employed, careful user guidelines are needed
to bind the URL used and the page responded to in a clever way. Moreover,
usability of both methods above (in particular of the Manual one) is inferior
to that of using Bluetooth. On the other hand, Bluetooth requires a one-time
pairing procedure between the user’s machine and the smart device.

Reliable Communication Requirement: We note that the communication
between the device and the computer has to be active which in modern com-
puters is the case. In case there are communication problems another access
method may apply, such as an OTP by SMS or by calling a help desk (where
the parties are now aware they are exposed to potential MITM attack in that
specific session). Note that similar issues can occur with legacy OTP devices.
Such issues are sometimes handled by password reset type mechanisms (which
we mention in Section 4.3 below).

4.2 Routing to a Different User Registered Website

A user is typically registered with multiple web sites and each may have its
servers expecting an XOTP protocol to be satisfied before entrance is granted.
It is always possible for a MITM attacker to switch a client’s connection from
one intended ’user-registered web site’ to another simply by sending a redirect
message or by acting as a MITM actually relaying all messages back and forth
between the client and the server. However, this is not too damaging because
the SSL connection would be extended from the client to the server and the
MITM attacker would not be able to eavesdrop or effectively intervene in the
communication. Secondly, the client should eventually realize that it is at a wrong
web site and log off. In fact, such an attack is no different than an accident where
the user logs into one web site and only afterwords realizing that she really meant
to log in to another.

4.3 Additional Types of Extended Attacks

We consider two more types of attacks which are MITM-variants: (1) Man-
In-The-Browser (MITB) in which the attacker has installed malware on the
user’s machine, and (2) a separate case of Man-In-The-Device (MITD) in
which the attacker has malware in the user’s smart device.

We start by describing extensions to the protocol. In Section 3.4 we have shown
that using a session key with the server as the contextual factor prevents an
XOTP stolen from the page and sent to the attacker by malicious JavaScript
code, from being used to authenticate as the user (due to a fresh key being
generated in each session). If, however, a session key with the server is not
available (or the failure rate as discussed in Section 3.4 is too high), we can use
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instead a session key established between the server and the phone. Note that this
variant of the protocol also solves the situation of SSL re-binding attacks [29].

More generally, we describe below two extensions to the protocol, noting that
the session key between the server and phone can be taken from the result of the
two-way authentication described first (which is an efficient way of implementing
this; we are fully aware that other two party protocols can be employed):

– Two-way authentication: The contextual factor protocol allows the server
to authenticate the client but does not prevent MITM attack in the strong
sense. It only ensures that no matter what information was obtained by
the attacker, this information cannot be used to masquerade the user to
the (specific) server. When a smart device is used, it is easy to extend the
scheme and authenticate the server as well (by a flow that carries a new
returned-XOTP from the server to the device). The smart device could then
warn the user if the server has not been authenticated within a very short
period of time following client authentication.

– Direct communication channel with the server: The smart device (having,
in fact, a general computer capability) may communicate directly with the
server. For example, when using the URL as a contextual factor, the device
may access the server directly via a second URL which is a default variation
on the original URL used by the browser. We may cryptographically secure
the original URL (using, e.g., PRF of the URL with the shared key) to ensure
that the smart device only visits genuine server sites. Using this channel,
(secured) transaction data or other information may be sent to the device
without involving the browser. Note that the contextual factor must be
delivered to the smart device from the user’s machine and not from
the server as it needs to represent the session in which the user client takes
part.

Man-In-The-Browser (MITB) attacks:

– MITB keyloggers:When using Bluetooth, the scheme withstands the pop-
ular MITB keyloggers as the XOTP is not typed by the user.

– General MITB: The scheme as described does not protect against a gen-
eral attacker that totally controls the browser or the machine since a MITB
could eavesdrop or insert messages in the SSL session or issue requests. Fur-
ther, an XSS attack post initial authentication can have this nature as well
[11]. Because the scheme can additionally reflect context, it can, in addition
to user initial authentication, provide transaction authentication by in-
corporating transaction data into the computation of the XOTP, and use
this data for authentication of transaction steps (even user initial authenti-
cation can be handled as a random transaction, btw). The interaction will
require a few XOTP computations by the device and the server to assure
transaction safety; from the user point of view, she will have to check the
display on the device and approve the transaction. For example, when trans-
ferring money between accounts, the account numbers and amounts involved
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can be part of the data which is also integrated into the XOTP computa-
tion (in the right order and tagged with the field name to avoid “shuffling
of information attack”). The flow of a transaction can go as following: (1)
transaction data with initial XOTP should be sent to the server, and then
(2) this information should be sent from the server to the device with server
returned-XOTP (the XOTP is computed differently than the initial XOTP
and the sending is encrypted end-to-end between the server and the device),
(3) it should then be displayed on the device for user confirmation, then
after confirmation (4) an additional final XOTP (computed differently than
the other two above) is computed and sent to the server, closing the loop on
(and effectively committing to) the transaction.

Man-In-The-Device (MITD) Attacks: The attacker can get access to the
long term shared key between the device and the server and thus can create
any XOTP it desires. Even without access to the long term key, the attacker
can request an XOTP for any URL of its choice. However, the attacker will
still not be able to complete the protocol without knowing the other factor (i.e.,
the secret password). Such an attack demonstrates that having a strong second
factor does not diminish the importance of using also a strong first factor (i.e.,
choosing a password wisely). The principle of compartmentalizing the various
factors is important whenever possible (it also prevents a spurious device from
acting on its own) and is advocated here (this principle was not always kept
and was given up for other advantages in various places, e.g., [13]; we believe it
is important to keep it and our approach of minimalistic extension of the OTP
leads to keeping this in a natural way).

Extended System Context: Finally we note that “user sign on” is a procedure
within a larger system. In that system several authentication mechanisms may
co-exist, and obviously the system can only be as strong as the weakest among
them. Thus, our goal in designing the system should be that regardless of which
information is “phished” and over which mechanism, the attacker will fail. In
particular, it is important to verify that “password reset mechanisms” do
not undermine the primary authentication scheme, namely that we insist on
extra factors even in the reset of passwords procedure, and that we replace
authentication devices in a highly secure fashion as well.

4.4 Summary of Results: Real-Time Impersonation and More

The following table summarizes our results. For each attack type (in increasing
severity), we give the contextual factor that can be used to mitigate the attack
and the technology required on the smart device for implementing it. The term
impersonation below refers to a MITM attack (because the attacker impersonates
as the server). It may be carried out by the attacker using a different URL
than that of the server (first case) or the same URL (all other impersonation
cases).
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Attack type Factor checked by server Technology

Impersonation
(different URL)

URL Smart device

Impers. (same URL) +
DNS poisoning

URL + HTTPS As above

Impers. + DNS poisoning +
Fake cert

URL + HTTPS +
Server’s cert

As above

Impers. + DNS poisoning +
Fake cert + Simple XSS

URL + HTTPS +
Server’s cert + Session key

As above

Malware

URL + HTTPS +
Transaction data + User
confirmation on device to
server

Smart device
with input ca-
pabilities and
display

5 Related Work

Although the conceptualization of the term ”contextual factor” and its use as
suggested in this paper is to the best of our knowledge novel, there is prior work
that uses notions of similar flavor (i.e., cryptographic entanglement). Generally
speaking, in authentication methods some binding of challenges and history to
the response are common place and may be considered the motivation for our
notion. Specifically in SSL/TLS [21] a connection is established based on a server
certificate whose name must match (part of) the host name. In fact, an excellent
way to mitigate many attacks would be to use SSL/TLS two-way authentication
rather than just server authentication. However, client-side certificates are hardly
ever used in consumer client-server authentication, and in any case cannot be
used when the user logs in from an unknown computer (such as an Internet
cafe). In this respect, see [16] (discussed below) which suggests to use PKI with
client-side certificates on the user’s mobile device. It should be noted that such
a scheme is susceptible to an attack using a fake server certificate.

Preventing relay attacks: It was shown [3] that relay attacks on physical ob-
jects cannot be solved based solely on game theoretic techniques, and a solution
was given based on measuring time. Recently, [26] suggested the use of unreliable
channels to prevent relay attacks and observed that by measuring time [3] in fact
uses time as such an unreleasable channel (other new channels presented are ab-
stract ideas based on physical objects with no electronic realization). Although
these results (and others such as [1]) concern physical objects and we are only
interested in entity authentication in which cryptography can solve the problem
(e.g., two-way SSL/TLS authentication), these works are relevant in the sense
that they consider relay attacks as we do and the unreliable channel solutions
they suggest are physical factors which are contextual in nature. We note that
using time and location as contextual factors requires very refined method of
measurement (not commonly available over the web).

Next we note that other mechanisms in past works bear some (at least super-
ficial) similarity to our techniques.
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(1) Smart mobiles: [16] and [13] each suggested an authentication scheme
based on a smart mobile phone (or other smart device), though they cannot
be considered as a minimal enhancement to OTP. In [13] the phone keeps the
server’s public key and uses it to encrypt the user name and password which
the user types into the phone (instead of into the her computer). The encrypted
password acts like an OTP. The scheme is susceptible to a MITM attack (it was
designed against off line phishing): in case of such an attack, the protocol will
end with a secure (SSL/TLS) session between the server and phisher, as well
as between the phisher and the browser. Thus, security of further transactions
relies on authenticating each transaction by using the session key established
between the server and the mobile phone. Moreover, as mentioned above, the
system is susceptible to the phisher tricking the user (e.g., to type her password
into the browser). [16] basically implements an SSL/TLS two-way authentica-
tion protocol with a client certificate stored in the mobile phone. Because it
relies on the SSL/TLS protocol it is susceptible to a MITM attack using a fake
server certificate as we mentioned above. Additionally, a server in this case needs
to remember clients’ public keys or to employ the costly PKI operations (like
probing revocation lists, or probing online certificate status servers), whereas an
OTP based approach only implies a symmetric key per user, which in fact can
be derived from a single long term stored master key and the user ID.

(2) URL-based hashed passwords: Entangling of the URL with the OTPmech-
anism (which is one of our basic contextual factors) resembles the way several
publications entangled the URL with the user password (or other user data),
though the earlier goals were completely different. In [6] and [5] this entan-
gling is used to allow pseudonymous (anonymous, but still personalized) web
browsing, as well as anti-spam, whereas in [28], [7] and [22], this entangling pro-
vides (among other things) a unique password per URL to prevent the usage
of the same password everywhere (which is an important different concern than
the ones in this work). The entanglement in these cases is by non-keyed crypto-
graphic hashing (while we augment the OTP pseudorandom keyed function) and
the entanglement does not prevent off-line dictionary based password cracking
by an eavesdropper, say.

We note again, in light of the earlier works, that none has attempted the fol-
lowing experiment: move OTP to use wireless channel and seek minimal addition
to the mechanism (essentially function code change) to cope with as many as
possible rising threats. This approach forced us to consider the various changes
to the OTP function incrementally, and to consider the change against the exact
threat this hardening mitigates.

6 Concluding Remarks

OTP has been known to be superior to password-only login since it adds entropy
to the login procedure, which is well understood by now. Here the principle of
“added entropy” of the OTP devices is followed by a new principle of “added
context” (i.e. a cryptographic computation does not only add entropy but is also
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capable of binding the factor to a specific context). The principle is strong enough
to foil many MITM attacks (though, the scheme is not intended, all by itself, to
stop all attacks defined in the very broad sense and combine rogue infrastructure,
social engineering and so on). Indeed, we demonstrated how attackers with si-
multaneous control over numerous mechanisms and mounting quite sophisticated
attacks, can be frustrated by the scheme when implemented correctly and with
the right available wireless tools (while minimally enhancing the mechanism).
For example, attacks like DNS contamination and tricking a CA to produce a
faked cert, while attempting to employ the stateless nature of the SSL/TLS
can nevertheless be dealt with, employing careful design and careful choice of
context. This demonstrated the fact that with modern wireless tools, the secu-
rity, practicality, and usability of the XOTP/ OTP tools can be substantially
improved without much added cost, showing how added wireless channels can
contribute much more than the obviously recognized user convenience aspect.
More generally, we believe that the idea of adding contextual information to
cryptographic computations can enhance the security of other protocols among
devices and machines, especially in the emerging world of computing where users
simultaneously operate numerous gadgets and devices.
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